
 

 

GALACTIC-AT-ONE-MENT 
"Healing for the Heart and the Mind”	

with Joy Kauf and Cé Änn 
 
Whether your path is a Channel of Energy that Heals or a Channel of Verbal 
Energy that Awakens the Soul, now is the time to show up and choose to be the 
channel you came here to BE… 
 

"Galactic Healing is a powerful technique that heals using the Shamanic, Angelic, and Sacred 
Geometry Frequencies. While taking this energy and anchoring it to the Earth, it opens you to the 
Blue and Gold Cosmic Consciousness. This modality is ancient knowledge once forgotten and now 
remembered again through our Galactic Heritage. After receiving the ancient symbols and 
attunement, you will learn and demonstrate the Galactic Healing Technique to continue said 
heritage. 
Are you willing to “sit in the seat” and channel Creatrix in All-Ways after acknowledging your 
legacy? Come explore Energy on all levels and experience yourself as the multi-dimensional being 
You are! With meditation and hands-on work, you will be guided through various techniques of being 
the Connection. Come join us… become aware that it is all Channeling." 

 

>>Certification Workshop: December 2nd- 4th *<< 
Venue: Miracles of Joy  701 S. Orchard Ln.  Lewisville 75067 

 Investment: $295; $95 Deposit holds your Space • (Sa 7-9p; Su 12-6p; Mo 7-9p, *if needed) 
Call: 972-221-8080, Or Email Us to find out more! Deposit/Payment Link 

 
Joy Kauf – is the founder of the Miracles of Joy Spiritual Center, a Mecca for healings, readings 

and esoteric studies in the Dallas area. Joy is a Master Teacher of Galactic Healing 
and purchased the registered trademark from its Creator Shelley Kaeahr,PH.D in 
Feb 2008. She brings great passion to her work, being a channel for Native 
American, Ascended Masters, and Ancient Egyptian energies. She has dedicated 
her life to helping others connect with the Divine and find their highest calling in 

the world. Joy is also certified as an Advanced Theta Practitioner, as well as a 
Certified Reiki Master Teacher. To find out more go to joykauf.com  

 
Cé Änn - Offering Intuitive and Channeled sessions extensively since 1986, Cé Änn (say on), hails 

from a heritage of psychics, travels throughout the States and Internationally 
sharing Visionary Guidance - an all encompassing consultation technique, blending 
philosophies, psychologies, and spiritual practices of human reality, merged with 
non-physical awareness using an altered state or Trance. Affectionately called 
the “Channel’s Channel,” He inspires loving allowance, self-motivation, intuitive 

growth and the awakening of unlimited human potential. He makes his home amongst 
the red rocks of Sedona. Visit his site: VisionaryGuidance.com 

 
**Galactic-At-One-Ment does not have an affiliation with the Friars of Atonement, its subsidiaries, affiliates, nor any of their individual and/or collective ministries** 
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